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Abstract- This paper proposes an effective decision 

support system based on an absorbing Markov, which is 

used for helping decision makers in Faculty of Computing 

and Information Technology(FCIT) at King Abdul Aziz 

University (KAU) in controlling student’s flow transition 

enrollment. Several important controlling criteria that 

govern student’s flow performance during semesters are 

evaluated. These include estimating students flow between 

deferent study levels, the average life time a student spends 

at each level, the semesters required for graduation, and 

students graduating probability. A complete performance 

evaluation comparison between boys and girls at IT 

College is investigated. Results show that girls achieved 

better performance than boys. The system has several 

advantages, such as, helping to find any bottle necks to be 

solved during students transition study from one semester 

to another, and helping to know students needed facilities 

to planning for future required resources, hence achieving 

good quality and efficient university education.  

   

Keywords- DSS,  Markov Models,  Students Flow 

Evaluation,  Absorbing Markov Chain. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Nowadays, interactive computer-based decision support 

systems (DSS) are very powerful technologies for solving 

complex decision making problems.  These DSS systems are 

based on using knowledge theorems covers many diverse areas 

such as database research, artificial intelligence, decision 

theory, economics, cognitive science, management science, 

and mathematical modeling, as described in Table1. The main 

decision making unit in all sort of DSS systems usually use an 

analytical based model [1-6]. In the new FCIT College at 

KAU, the problem of understanding and assessing the flows of 

students through the educational system is very important due 

to its continuous changing and the increasing amounts of data. 

This is due to the large number of controlled and uncontrolled 

student’s related factors such as specialization, courses, 

gender, and others are involved in the educational process.   In 

this paper, we propose a Decision Support System based 

Markov Model (DSS-MM) for performance evaluation of 

students flow in FCIT College at KAU.  The Markov Chain is  

used to model such dynamic systems [7, 9-11], since; over the 

time; each student state is usually changes from one specific 

state to another. The case study that is investigated includes 

both girls and boys sections in the College. 

 

II. LETIRATURE REVIEW 

 

DSS systems are powerful technologies for complex decision 

making and problem solving. However, constructing an 

accurate and interpretable DSS for any domain is a challenge. 

These systems help decision makers for taking suitable 

decisions by interfacing with data, models and other 

knowledge on the computers. DSS systems applications, 

summarized in Table1, are developed using several 

technological approaches including simulation, heuristic rules, 

optimization, fuzzy rules, and artificial intelligence.  

Markov models [7, 9-11] are fundamental effective approach 

widely used in various fields including many several 

applications, such as indicated in Table1. The problem of 

understanding and assessing the flows of students through the 

educational system is very important due to its continuous 

changing increased amounts of data. This is due to    the   large 

number of controlled and uncontrolled factors [11], such as 

specialization, courses, gender are involved in the educational 

process. In this paper, we propose a Decision Support System 

based Markov Model (DSS-MM) for performance evaluation 

of students flow in FCIT College at KAU.  A Markov Chain is 

used to model such dynamical system. Since, each student 

state is usually changes to another over time. The case study 

includes both girls and boys. 

 

III. DEVELOPMENT OF STUDENTS FLOW DSS 

MARKOV MODEL 

 

The DSS system proposed is based on using absorbing Markov 

chain. A Markov chain [12-14] is a mathematical process that 

undergoes transitions from one state to another in a chain like 

manner. It is a random process characterized as memoryless: 
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the next state depends only on the current state and not on the 

entire past. This specific kind of "memorylessness" is called 

Markov property.   

Table 1: Examples of DSS case studies. 

 
 

A Markov chain is a sequence of random variables X1, X2, 

X3, ... Xn  with the Markov property. The present state, the 

future and past states are independent. Formally: 

 

The possible values of Xi form a countable set S called the 

state space  of the chain A state si  of a Markov chain is called 

absorbing if it is impossible to leave it (i.e., pij = 1). A state of 

a Markov chain is absorbing if it is impossible to leave it (i.e. 

the probability of leaving the state is zero). And a Markov 

chain is absorbing if it has at least one absorbing state, and if 

from every state it is possible to go to an absorbing state (not 

necessarily in one step). In an absorbing Markov chain, a state 

which is not absorbing is called transient. 

The main core component of the proposed DSS-MM system 

is the Markov base model.  The Markov chain for this model 

is implemented based on seven distinguished rules for 

student enrolment in KAU, as we defined in Table2. They 

include seven student states, namely: Freshman (F), 

Sophomore (So), Junior (J), Senior (Se), Graduated (G), 

Dropped (D), and Not registered (NR) students.  The model 

algorithm of the DSS system computes, the student’s 

transition matrix, which consists of seven by seven states. 

Two of these seven states, G and D are absorbing states (i.e. 

impossible to leave state, or student stuck state).  This means 

that, once a student reaches the Graduated status, the student 

never leaves that state. The other five states: F, So, J, Se, and 

NR are student’s transient states.  The model algorithm will 

compute several other matrices that are related to number of 

students in each state for both boys and girls sections. 

Forecasting analysis related to student's flow are also carried 

out. Let us assume a student’s progress through FCIT can be 

viewed as progression from state to another. The state 

transition diagram for students flow from one state to another 

can be represented as shown in Fig.1.  The rules that govern 

these transitions are indicated in Table2. Where, X denotes 

the number of credit hours. R1-to-R7 defines the rules of 

student’s transition flow from a specific current state to 

another one 

 
Fig.1: State Transition Diagram for Students flow. 

 

Eventually the students progress to the graduated state (G), 

although it is possible that some students may drop out and 

never graduated. A student can be a freshman (F) student for 

one or several terms and then switch to not register (NR) 

status or can take a sophomore (So).  Generally, 

probabilities of students switching from one state to another 

will be estimated by analysis their appropriate historical 

records. Historical frequencies can be then converted into 

relative frequencies, and these relative frequencies can be 

treated as transition probabilities between various states. 

When presented in a matrix form, these probabilities will 

provide the required transition matrix, which is used to 

estimate student’s performance, as explained next. 
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Table2: FCIT Student Status and Rules related to 

 Credit hours X. 

 
 

A. Students Data Collections and Analysis 

For the purpose of this paper, Students data is obtained from 

the FCIT College database at KAU. This data cover the 

period from the fall semester of the academic year 2006-

2007 to the fall semester of the academic year 2011-2012. A 

student in the FCIT should complete 140 credit hours in 

about 12 semesters to be graduated.  A Markov chain of 7 

states is identified and records of 221 students are 

examined. Each state is classified as illustrated in Table 2. 

Two of these five states, G and D are absorbing states. Once 

a student reaches the “Graduated” status, a student never 

leaves that state. If a student has permanently dropped out or 

withdrawn from College, the student continues to be in state 

D. The other five states: F, So, J, Se, and NR are transient 

states. If the process is in one of these states, there is a 

probability that the process will never return to that state.   

 

B. The Frequency of Student Transitions  

The transition matrix for the seven by seven state Markov 

chain will take the form shown in Table 3.  It illustrates that 

states G and D are absorbing states, while the other states are 

transition states. Table3 also shows the number of student’s 

transitions from one level to another. For example, the 

number of So students who transferred to J level is 210. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3: The Transition Frequency Data Matrix (TFDM) of 

221 male students in FCIT. 

 
 

We formulate the canonical form of the probability matrix 

P as indicated in Table 4. For an absorbing Markov chain, 

renumber the states so that the transient states come first.  If 

there are r absorbing  states and t transient states, the 

canonical form of transition matrix P will have the following 

form: 

P  =    








QR

I 0
……… (1) 

Where, I is an identity matrix, I= r x r, O = r x t (zero matrix), 

R is matrix of transition probabilities from transient states to 

absorbing states and R= t x r. The matrix Q is the transition 

probabilities between transient states and Q= t x t. Table 4 

shows the canonical form of transition probability matrix (P) 

for 221 male students during 16 semesters, starting from year 

2006. Table 4 shows also the transition probability matrix (Q) 

for the male students in the 16 terms. The Q matrix is 

computed using data from TFDM by dividing the values 

corresponding specific cell into the value in the column total, 

for example the F value 0.654 is obtained by dividing 455 / 

692.  

 

Table 4: Canonical form of transition probability matrix P. 
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IV. SYSTEM REALIZATION AND RESULTS 

DISCUSSION 

 

The system will manipulate the frequency data matrix 

shown in Table3, which contains student's numbers and 

their states. Then, it generates other matrices, such as the 

fundamental matrix N, which can be used for computing 

the graduating, dropping and ending probabilities. 

Forecasting students future enrollments based on their 

current enrollments are estimated using matrix M and U. 

Then, Comparison between girls and boy’s student's  flow 

will also  

be investigated. Fig.2 shows the computing steps 

followed by the algorithm.  

 

 
Fig.2: DSS Markov Model Computing Flowchart. 

 

A. Estimating Students Flow between Deferent Levels 

The transition matrix Q shows the probabilities of students 

flow from one specific level to another. To understand the 

meaning of the values of the seven-by-seven transition 

matrix of probabilities in Table4, let us consider a 

randomly-selected student who happens to be on not 

register (NR) state at present. The probability of that 

student returning to freshman student status (F) is 0.067 

(which is about 7%), while the probability of switching to 

sophomore status (So) is 0.563 (which is about 56%) and 

the probability of to be junior (J)  is 0.370 (which is about 

37%). Hence, we estimated, for example,  the probability 

of a freshman student to remain freshman is 0.654 ( about 

65%), while the probability to become not registered is 

0.325(i.e. about 33%), and the probability to be sophomore 

is 0.011 (i.e. about 1%). Similarly, the probability for 

sophomore, junior, and  senior students  to remain in the 

same level are 41%, 48%,  and 41%, respectively.   

   B. The Average Life time a Student Spends at Each level 

To estimate the life time that a student spend at any level, we 

need to construct the fundamental matrix N; where   N = 

inverse of [I-Q]; for the 16 terms.   For an absorbing Markov 

chain P, the matrix N = (I-Q)-1 

It called the fundamental matrix for P.  The entry nij of N 

gives the expected number of times that the process is in the 

transient state sj if it is started in the transient state si. By 

formulating both the matrix I and matrix Q from the matrix P 

shown in Table4, we get the N matrix shown in Table5. The 

main diagonal of the fundamental matrix N shows that the 

student needs, on the average, about 3 semesters to finish the 

requirements of freshman,   sophomore, or junior. Finally the 

student can finalize the senior, or not register level in 

approximately 2 semesters.  

 

Table 5: the fundamental Matrix N for 16 terms 

 
    

C. The Semesters Required for Graduation 

Table 5, shows the vector M that its components represent the 

average number of changes of the state for the original 

process. It is computed by summation of each cell value in the 

rows. This summation represents the required number of 

semesters that a student spends to be graduated. We   see from 

Table5 that a freshman student stays on the average about 11 

semesters in the system before reaching an absorbing state, 

while sophomore and not register student stays about 8 and 9 

semesters, respectively.  Also junior student needs about 6 

semesters, while a senior student needs about 3 semesters to 

reach one of the absorbing states. 

 

D. The Students Graduating Probability   

We use the matrix U which indicates the probability that an 

amount in one of non-absorbing states will end up in one 

of the absorbing states. The matrix U is computer as U = 

N*R. The matrix R is shown in Table4 and the matrix N is 

shown in Table5. Table 6 shows the computed matrix U. It 

indicates probabilities of semesters required for graduating 

starting from any level of the study.   The top row of U 

matrix indicates the probabilities that freshman student will 

end up in the graduate and drop out category. It also shows 
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that freshman student has a probability of 94% of 

progressing to be graduated (progress to state G) and a 

probability of 6% of progressing to the state D ,while a 

sophomore and a not registered  student have  a probably 

of 97% to be graduated (progress to state G)  and a 

probability of 3% of progressing to the state D. Also U 

matrix shows that about 2% of the junior student get 

absorbed to sate D (withdraw or dropped out of the 

system). 

 

Table 6: the computed matrix U. 

 
 

E. Comparison Between Boys and Girls Performance 

The algorithm followed above is used also to estimate 

girls flow performance at the IT KAU College. The 

complete results of the performance evaluation are shown 

in Table 7. From these results, it is clear that girls 

achieved better flow performance than boys. 

 

Table 7: Comparison Between Boys and Girls 

Performance. 

 
 

V-CONCLUSION 

 

This paper proposed an effective decision support system 

based on an absorbing Markov chain. It can be used 

effectively as a computerized decision making tool for 

helping decision makers at   KAU. The system can be used 

for estimating students flow performance using several 

important criteria such as, student’s transition flow between 

deferent study levels, the average life time a student spends 

at each semester, the semesters required for graduation, and 

students graduating probability.  A complete performance 

analysis comparison between boys and girls at IT College is 

investigated. Results showed that girls achieved better 

performance than boys. The system achieves many other 

advantages, among which, it helps to find and solve any sort 

of bottle necks during student’s transition from one semester 

to another. It also helps to know students needed facilities to 

planning for future required resources, hence achieving good 

quality and efficient university education.   
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